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Lc contexte stratigraphique el chronologique paniculieremcnl favorable du Miocene de Lisbonne pennel de mettrc en evidence

qu'il y a deux data distincts et successifs quant aux premieres immigrations de Proboscidiens, celie des Gomphothhes et, plus tard,
celie des DeinothCres. L'etude d'unc defense d'age Langhien montre que DeinOlherium bavaricum etait encore present alors. On
a pu preciser la repartition chronologique de cette espece. Apres une discussion au sujet du genre DeinOlherium et de son amplitude,
on presente des considerations sur la presence et repartition des Deinotheres au Portugal, ainsi que sur leur ro 1e ccologique.
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An exceptionally favourable stratigraphic and chronologie context concerning the Miocene series in Lisbon allows us to stress
that there are two successive data as far as the Proboscideans' immigration into western Europe is concerned: firstly, that of
Gomphotheres, and later that of Deinotheres. The study ofa Langhian (in age) tusk has shown that Deinotherium bavaricum was
still present then. The time span of this species could be accurately recognized. A discussion on the genus Deil10therium is
presented., as well as its occurrence in Portugal and on its ecologic meaning.

1. Introduction

The lower Tagus basin in the Lisbon area has
especially good conditions for dating same very important
biological events as the first Immigration ofproboscideans
into westernmost Europe. Alternating marine and
continental levels, the much detailed stratigraphic
knowledge and fine dating (foraminifera, K-Ar, S1Sr_86Sr)
allow us to obtain an accurate chronology of these events
(Antunes, 2000; Antunes el al., 2000) (Fig. 1).

The presence of the first gomphotheres in Lisbon's
IVb unit ("Areias da Quinta do Bacalhau", Burdigalian)
had been shown (Zbyszewski, 1949).

On the other hand, data concerning Dejnotherium were
often confusing as they rely on unaccurately localised
specimens (Zbyszewski, 1941, 1949). The occurrence of

Deinotherium at the IVb unit would mean (if true, and it
is not) that the arrivals of gomphotheres and deinotheres
would have been synchronous.

Some doubts about it were expressed (Antunes, 1960)
Nearly all mammalian fossils from Quinta das Pedreiras
(Lumiar) ascribed by Zbyszewski (1949) to the IVb unit
had instead been collected in the overlying, Val pyrolusile+
rich sands. The typical pyrolusite, black patina is clearly
shown by the sole Deinotherium fossil (a right D4 germ,
nO 7920, coil. Gcologic Museum ofthe Instituto Geol6gico
e Mineirol IGM) that was ascribed to the IVb unit
(Zbyszewski, 1949, p.74). The IVb unit yielded there ex
tremely rare gomphothere remnants, all devoid of
pyrolusite. Deinotheres are always much rarer than
gomphothercs. Their presence in the IVb had been claimed
but on the referred tooth, which wourd have been collected
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